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Section 20: ToolBox Operation

Operation of the TLG3 GUI
The TLG3 GUI Codec Controller can be used to control the functions of 1RU
TLR300 and TLR300B rack mount codecs. The TLG3GUI v.1.0.02 is designed
to run on Windows® 1 XP O/S and Tieline codecs running firmware version
1.6.xx onwards.
The TLG3 GUI application for controlling rack unit codecs has the following new
features:
1. The GUI is fully resizable on a screen.
2. Multiple windows/applications of the GUI can run simultaneously.
3. Windows can be tiled or cascaded.
4. A Toolbar provides the ability to restore minimised windows.
5. The GUI supports multiple TCP connections but with only one UDP,
Serial or USB connection at the same time.
Installing GUI Software
The software for the GUI is on the CD shipped with 1RU TLR300B1 rack
unit codecs. Installation instructions are on the CD.
A zip file containing the software can also be downloaded via the Tieline
website
at
http://www.tieline.com/downloads/software/TLG3GUI.zip.
Download the folder named "TLG3GUI.zip" and save it to your computer
desktop (or within the folder you wish to operate the software from on your
PC). Double click the file and run thru the unzip wizard. Next, double-click the
file named "Start Codec Controller.bat" to run the TLRG3GUI software.
Once the GUI is installed on a PC and it is connected to your codec, it can
control all the normal codec functions such as dialing, menu navigation and
monitoring and controlling levels. Basically the functions of the GUI and the
menus replicate those on a physical codec front panel. There are only a
couple of differences to take note of. These functions are all explained in
detail in this reference manual.
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Important note:
It is also possible to load codec .cdc files (configuration files and profiles) by
creating them in ToolBox software and loading them into the codec.
It is not possible to run the TLG3 GUI and ToolBox software concurrently on
your PC. If you need to make Configuration File changes using ToolBox
software, you will need to close the GUI and then open ToolBox. Make any
adjustments you need to make using ToolBox and then upload these changes to
your codec. You can then close ToolBox and reopen the GUI. In addition,
remote control of codec inputs using ToolBox software is not possible if you have
the GUI open on your PC.
The GUI operates similarly to ToolBox software in that you can connect your PC
GUI via a LAN, USB or Serial Port connection. The TLG3 GUI connection
process will be explained in the following sections.
1. Open the TLG3GUI folder on your PC and double click the file "Start
Codec Controller.bat" to run the TLRG3 GUI software installer.
2. Once the installer has installed all the components successfully, the
following screen will be displayed.

The “Select Device” dialog
should also appear – which
enables you to configure a
codec. This dialog is displayed
as shown in the right-hand
image. In the example shown
we have added a name for the
device, selected a rack unit
codec and added an IP
address in order to connect
via a LAN connection. Details
on setting up LAN, USB and
serial port connections follow.
Please note: When you select
the codec “Device Type”,
please ensure the device is the
same as the codec you are
connecting to.
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Figure 1: The TLG3 GUI Codec Controller for the TLR300B Commander G3 Rack Unit

If the “Select Device” dialog doesn’t
appear, or you wish to add a new
codec, click on the “Device” drop-down
menu in the top-left corner of the GUI
and select “Add” to add a codec.
3. The “Select Device” dialog will open as previously displayed. If you are
using the Demo version of the GUI, you will not need to connect your PC
to a codec. Simply select Demo in the Select Device window (as
displayed), click OK, and the demonstration GUI will open. If you wish to
connect a codec to the GUI, please follow the instructions as outlined in
the following section.
Opening the Codec Controller
Once you have installed the TLG3 GUI Codec Controller software on your
PC you can open it via a shortcut on your desktop or via the “LCR.bat” file.
The following section explains how to physically connect your codec to a PC
with the GUI installed.

Connecting the GUI to the Codec
Before you attempt to connect your TLG3 GUI to a codec, please ensure that
you have your PC connected to your codec via either a LAN, USB or Serial Port
connection.
Serial Port Connection
If you are connecting via the serial port, select the COM port that you are
connected to (if you are unsure click on Autodetect and your TLG3 GUI
software will detect this automatically for you). Press OK and your device will
be added to the TLG3 GUI Codec Controller on your PC.
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USB Connection
Please note that if you are
connecting via a USB
connection you will need to
put the serial number of the
codec into the Serial
Number: section. The serial
number is displayed on the
bottom of your codec. Now
press OK and your device
will be added to the TLG3
GUI Codec Controller on
your PC. You will also need
to ensure the correct
drivers for USB connection
are installed on your PC. If
you do not have these
drivers please contact us at
support@tieline.com
For
information on installing
USB drivers onto your PC,
please see the section in this manual titled Connecting Via USB.
LAN Connection
If you wish to connect your GUI to your codec via a LAN connection you
need to know the IP address of your codec. If you know the IP address,
simply select LAN in the Select Device window and type in the IP address of
the codec.
If you are connecting to a COMMANDER G3 1RU rack unit codec, you will
need to connect the codec via a USB or serial port connection, and then
open the GUI to discover the IP address. Once you have connected to a
codec via either of these connection methods press SOFTKEY 4 to access the
Menu submenus. Then scroll down to Unit Details using the MENU
SELECTOR. Click on the MENU SELECTOR with your left-hand mouse
button to select this option. Next, scroll down to IP Address using the MENU
SELECTOR. Write down the IP address and then close the TLG3 GUI Codec
Controller.
Next, open the TLG3 GUI Codec Controller and input the IP address into the
“Select Device” dialog. If all the other settings are correct press OK to save
the settings.
For more information on LAN connection, please see the LAN Connection
section within this user manual.
Once you have added and connected your codec to the TLG3 GUI Codec
Controller it can be controlled by the GUI. A brief rundown on navigating the
codec menus and operating a codec with the GUI is discussed in the next
section.
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Demo GUI

If you are not connected to a codec and you just want to view the
functionality of the GUI software, select Demo from the options available.
Only one Demo device can be open on your PC at a time. You cannot run
multiple Demo GUIs.

GUI Views: Tile, Cascade & Resize
Following is a description of how the views of the GUI can be adjusted depending
on a user’s preferences. Users can specify how they would like GUI windows to
appear by selecting the “Window” drop-down menu and selecting [Auto] > [Tile
or Cascade]. When selected this way new windows open automatically in the
programmed mode.

Figure 2: Tile and Cascade Selection Menu

If “Cascade” is selected then GUI windows appear as shown in the following
image.

Figure 3: GUI Windows ‘Cascaded’

If “Tile” is selected then GUI windows appear as shown in the following image.
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Figure 4: GUI Windows ‘Tiled’

This will also enlarge or reduce all open devices accordingly to fill the available
Controller workspace. This tends to stretch or compress objects. It also provides fully
scalable GUI windows, which can be resized by dragging the corners until the GUI
reaches a user’s desired size.

Figure 5: 'Tiled' Window being Adjusted (Dragged)
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Minimizing & Closing GUI Windows
To close a GUI window click on the right-hand green
button in the top-right of the window. It is the one with
a cross in it.

To minimize a GUI window click on the left-hand green
button in the top-right of the window. It is the one with
a minus sign in it.

If a window has been minimized, it can be maximized by clicking on its
address button at the top of the GUI Controller screen, as displayed in the
following image.

Currently Selected Codec
The currently selected codec in the GUI Controller is signified by the two
green buttons in the top-right corner of a window.

Figure 6: Currently Selected Codec has Green Buttons Illuminated
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Using the GUI to Control the 1RU Commander G3
The TLG3 GUI can be used to navigate codec menus and it can also adjust all
the level setting and other key functions that are available on a physical front
panel. This can be done easily with a mouse connected to your PC and by using
several keys on your keyboard.
In essence, the functionality of the GUI is very similar to a rack unit codec front
panel, so check the reference manual for the model of codec you are using for
details of operation. Buttons when clicked on or adjusted respond in a similar
fashion to a ‘physical’ front panel. Menu structures are exactly the same. The
H/PHONE output and MIC input on the GUI don’t have any functionality
currently.
Changing PPM Meters, Audio Levels and Input On/Off
When changing the metering of the PPMs, press the PPM SELECT button
once to illuminate and activate it and then toggle the AUDIO SELECT button
below each PPM until the selection you require
appears. Press the PPM SELECT button again to
deselect it once you have finished programming the
meters. These buttons appear as light blue when
they have been pressed and are active.
To change audio levels and input on/off settings simple press the AUDIO
SELECT button below the channel PPM you wish to adjust for two seconds
until it illuminates purple. This activates the button and displays that channel’s
gain setting and input on/off status on the codec LCD. Use the MENU
SELECTOR and the SOFTKEYS to adjust levels and input on/off as
required.
Press the AUDIO SELECT button below the PPM again to deselect it once
you have finished programming the input settings. Channel on/off status is
signified by the AUDIO SELECT buttons below the PPMs being illuminated
red in the ‘on’ state.

Channel on
LED
illuminated
red
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Most other buttons, when clicked on or adjusted, respond in a similar fashion
to a ‘physical’ front panel. Menu structures are exactly the same.
Some important keys on your keyboard include the following:
Enter

= pressing the MENU SELECTOR to select a menu
item;
Esc
= pressing CLEAR key on the codec keypad;
Backspace = pressing CLEAR key on the codec keypad; and
/
= is the same as the # key (on the number keypad
only). You can also use the # key. Holding either of
these keys down will insert a comma into the dial
string.
In addition, the number keypad on your PC can be used to dial numbers (as
well as the number keys above the letter keys on your keyboard).
Navigating LCD Screen Menus
To navigate through the codec menus, simply move your mouse cursor over
the MENU SELECTOR and you can click on it to turn it and move up and
down through the menu screen options. In addition, you can move your
mouse until it is over the MENU SELECTOR and then use your mouse wheel
to scroll through the menu items. You can also click on the MENU
SELECTOR with the mouse once and then use the up and down arrows on
your keyboard to navigate through the menus.
If you click on the centre of the MENU SELECTOR as shown, it will select the
menu item you have selected (this is the same as pressing the MENU
SELECTOR on the codec to select a menu item).

Click the center of the
MENU SELECTOR to
select menu items.
Adjusting Levels
To adjust the INPUT, HEADPHONE, and VOLUME knob levels simply move
your mouse cursor over the knob you wish to adjust, click on it once and use
the mouse wheel to adjust the levels up or down. In addition, you can click on
the knob in the direction you wish to adjust the level (i.e., either side of the
positional indicator on the knob) and the level will increase or decrease.
If you wish to make very fine adjustments to levels (i.e. if you are sending tone
and doing noise and distortion checks), you can click on the knob that you
wish to adjust and then use the arrow keys on your keyboard to adjust levels
in small increments.
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Important Renegotiation Note:

It is possible to use the “F2, 3” and “F2, 9” keys on the codec keypad to renegotiate
codec bitrates upwards and downwards. This needs to be done quite quickly with
your mouse - within one second. If you find this difficult, a new User function can be
created to enable this to be done via HOTKEYS on the GUI front panel. Please see
the section in this reference manual titled ‘Preset User Functions’ for examples of
user functions that can be created to provide this functionality. Please check with us
at support@tieline.com for more details on how to do this if required.
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